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Surface initiated rolling contact fatigue, leading to a surface failure known as pitting, is a life limiting fail-
ure mode in many modern machine elements, particularly rolling element bearings. Most research on
rolling contact fatigue considers total life to pitting. Instead, this work studies the growth of rolling con-
tact fatigue cracks before they develop into surface pits in an attempt to better understand crack prop-
agation mechanisms. A triple-contact disc machine was used to perform pitting experiments on
bearing steel samples under closely controlled contact conditions in mixed lubrication regime. Crack
growth across the specimen surface was monitored and crack propagation rates extracted. The morphol-
ogy of the generated cracks was observed by preparing sections of cracked specimens at the end of the
test. It was found that crack initiation occurred very early in total life, which was attributed to high asper-
ity stresses due to mixed lubrication regime. Total life to pitting was dominated by crack propagation.
Results provide direct evidence of two distinct stages of crack growth in rolling contact fatigue: stage
1, within which cracks grow at a slow and relatively steady rate, consumed most of the total life; and
stage 2, reached at a critical crack length, within which the propagation rate rapidly increases. Contact
pressure and crack size were shown to be the main parameters controlling the propagation rate.
Results show that crack propagation under rolling contact fatigue follows similar trends to those known
to occur in classical fatigue. A log-log plot of measured crack growth rates against the product of maxi-
mum contact pressure and the square root of crack length, a parameter describing the applied stress
intensity, produces a straight line for stage 2 propagation. This provides the first evidence that growth
of hereby-identified stage 2 rolling contact fatigue cracks can be described by a Paris-type power law,
where the rate of crack growth across the surface is proportional to the contact pressure raised to a power
of approximately 7.5.
� 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The subject of this paper is the propagation of surface initiated
rolling contact fatigue (RCF) cracks, which leads to the mode of
contact failure known as pitting, characterised by a loss of material
from the load-bearing surface in form of crater-shaped cavities or
pits. Provided that running conditions are sufficiently good to elim-
inate premature failure by all other mechanisms, pitting ultimately
limits the life of machine components subjected to concentrated
rolling/sliding contacts such as rolling element bearings, gears
and cam/follower systems [1]. The process of pitting failure
involves the initiation of micro-cracks within the stressed volume
via a damage accumulation process, subsequently followed by
their growth, which eventually leads to the generation of surface
pits and the ultimate failure of the component.

Pitting failures are often categorised by the location of incipient
cracks; subsurface-initiated pitting is caused by crack initiation at
or near inclusions in the sub-surface zone affected by contact stres-
ses, while surface-initiated pitting begins with crack initiation
either at indigenous stress raisers present on the surface of the
material, such as scratches, grinding furrows and near-surface
inclusions, or defects introduced during operation, for example
debris indentations or damage arising from asperity contact [2–4].

In modern bearings, the frequency of subsurface initiated fail-
ures has been significantly reduced from the levels seen in the past,
primarily owing to improvements in steelmaking, resulting in
much cleaner steels with lower inclusion content. In contrast, the
incidence of surface-initiated failures has grown in modern machi-
nes, not least due to the fact that machine efficiency improvements
are often sought through a reduction in lubricant viscosity and
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increase in power density. Resulting low specific film thickness
means that components often operate in severe lubrication condi-
tions increasing the probability of surface initiated failures. This
work investigates surface initiated pitting failures under mixed
lubrication regime pertinent to failures observed in the field in
modern rolling element bearings.

Since the pioneering work of Way [5] surface initiated pitting
has been the subject of extensive research, focused mainly on the
determination of factors influencing life. A number of previous
works highlighted the influence of specific film thickness and sur-
face roughness on life [2,6–14]. Other authors showed that surface
traction and its direction was significant [2,15,16]. In terms of
damage morphology, it was generally found that surface cracks ini-
tially grow at shallow angles (�30�) to the surface, their orienta-
tion controlled by the direction of the applied traction force
[2,15,16]. Once they reach larger depths, cracks turn from their ini-
tial angle of propagation to grow parallel to the surface [15,17]. At
the surface, cracks display a characteristic V-shape, often referred
to as ‘fan’ shape. Pits are usually formed when a secondary crack
branches out and breaks the surface [15,17].

The majority of past experimental work was conducted using
the ‘total life’ methodology, whereby the life to failure is measured
under various operating conditions. This approach, combined with
a statistical treatment of failure rates, allowed the formulation of
bearing life rating models [18–20], however the fundamentals of
crack propagation under rolling contact remain relatively poorly
understood.

A number of researchers applied theoretical linear elastic frac-
ture mechanics (LEFM) methods to determine stress intensity fac-
tors (SIFs) for idealized crack geometries under rolling/sliding
contact. In his early paper, Keer [21] showed that crack propaga-
tion occurred in pure shear mode when the influence of lubricant
was not accounted for. Miller [22] found that asperity stresses
were the dominant driver for the propagation of short, shallow
cracks and bulk Hertzian stresses took over as cracks increased in
size. Kaneta and Murakami [22–26] published a number of studies
in which they analysed the propagation of surface cracks, with par-
ticular attention to the effects of fluid ingress. They proposed that
short cracks propagated in shear mode at their initial angle and
remained closed during passage of contact, precluding fluid
ingress. Upon reaching a certain size, crack opening was enabled
causing fluid ingress and inducing a large tensile stress at the crack
tip via either hydraulic pressurization or fluid entrapment. This
caused a change in the growth direction towards the surface, and
possibly higher propagation rates. Bower [28] later concluded that
the fluid entrapment conjecture was the most consistent with
experimental observations while Hanson [29] also postulated that
fluid pressure was necessary for propagation.

The theoretical LEFM work shed some light on potential propa-
gation mechanisms and provided methods to calculate stress
intensity factors for RCF cracks. Some authors used the results of
their models in conjunction with Paris law for crack growth in an
attempt to predict life to failure based on fracture mechanics
[29]. This approach is commonly used in damage tolerant life rat-
ing methods in structural fatigue. However, in structural fatigue
theoretical LEFM prediction methods are backed by a vast body
of experimental work on crack growth in various materials and
under various loading and environmental conditions.

In contrast, experimental data concerning rolling contact fati-
gue crack growth is scarce due to the inherent difficulties in mea-
suring crack growth under rolling contact conditions. Nevertheless,
a number of authors studied surface RCF cracks using disc machi-
nes and attempted to characterise the process of RCF crack growth.
Soda et al. [2] found that propagation occurred in two regimes:
shallow cracks propagated at a low rate which accelerated when
they reached a certain size. Murakami et al. [30] and Tyfour et al.
[31] found that reversing either the direction of rotation or the
direction of the applied traction force resulted in crack growth
arrest, confirming the possible influence of fluid on surface crack
propagation.

Although qualitative observations of surface crack propagation
were reported in a number of previous publications there is a lack
of quantitative data in the form of crack propagation rates mea-
sured under various conditions. As a result, it remains unknown
whether the LEFM methods employed in structural fatigue can
be applied to rolling contact fatigue, despite the fact that the fun-
damental fatigue mechanisms may well be the same [15]. In order
to bridge this knowledge gap, an improved understanding of roll-
ing contact fatigue mechanisms is needed, starting with relevant
experimental data on crack initiation and growth.

The present work aims to extend the knowledge in this area
with particular focus on the propagation of surface initiated RCF
cracks in bearing steel. Detailed observations of surface crack
growth under rolling/sliding contact in steel bearing rollers were
performed using a three-contact RCF test machine. The primary
objectives of this study were:

– To study surface initiated rolling contact fatigue cracks, with
realistic morphology representative of engineering compo-
nents, and under controlled contact conditions

– To provide new quantitative data on crack propagation rates
within a wide range of crack lengths and at different contact
pressures

– To study the relative duration of crack initiation and propaga-
tion phases

– To assess the feasibility of using LEFM methods to predict roll-
ing contact fatigue crack growth based on a suitable crack prop-
agation law

2. Experimental methodology

2.1. Test rig description

Experiments were conducted using a PCS Instruments Micropit-
ting Rig (MPR). The MPR is a rolling contact fatigue tester in which
three counter-face discs of 54.15 mm diameter are loaded against a
12 mm diameter central roller specimen. Fig. 1a shows an over-
view of the MPR test chamber and loading system. Load is applied
using a stepper motor driven ball-screw to the load beam, which
transmits it to the specimens through the top counter-face disc.
The system allows for the applied load to be controlled in the range
of 0–2000 N. Fig. 1b shows the arrangement of test specimens
inside the test chamber. The test roller is centrally located between
three counter-face discs which are spaced 120� apart. This geome-
try results in equal reaction forces at each of the three points of
contact between the roller and the discs. The discs and roller are
driven by independent electric motors, allowing any desired slide
roll ratio between 0% (pure rolling) and 200% (pure sliding) to be
set. The specimen assembly is dip lubricated from a temperature
controlled oil sump. The rig is fitted with a custom made magnetic
crack sensor which enables early, short cracks to be automatically
detected during the test.

2.2. Test specimens

The test specimens were cylindrical rollers made out of AISI
52100 steel. The rollers were taken directly out of a NU1018 bear-
ing, ensuring that the material is representative of modern bearing
steels, and had a slot machined at the back to provide drive in the
test rig. The measured hardness and surface roughness were
756HV and 0.03 lm Ra respectively. The geometry of the roller
specimen is illustrated in the drawing in Fig. 2. Two types of
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Fig. 1. (a) Micropitting test rig chamber and loading system (b) Specimen configuration inside the test chamber.

Fig. 2. Test specimen geometry.

Table 1
Specimen material and surface roughness parameters.

Material Hardness
(HV)

Surface roughness Ra
(lm)

Roller specimen AISI 52100 756 0.03
Counterface disc A AISI 52100 789 0.15
Counterface disc B AISI 52100 784 0.15

Table 2
General test conditions.

Entrainment speed 3.8 m/s
Slide/roll ratio 5% (roller specimen

slower)
Lubricant PAO + ZDDP (0.1%wt

P)
Lubricant viscosity 25 cSt at 40 �C

5 cSt at 100 �C
Lubricant sump temperature 65 ± 2 �C
Estimated minimum film thickness �60 nm
Initial lambda ratio (=minimum film

thickness/compound Ra roughness)
�0.26

PAO – polyalphaolefin lubricant base stock.
ZDDP – zincdialkyl-dithiophosphate anti-wear additive.
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counter-face discs were used in the present study: crowned (A)
and chamfered (B). The geometries of both are shown in Fig. 2.
The discs are made out of AISI 52100 steel, hardened to 780–
790 HV and finished to 0.15 lm Ra as listed in Table 1. The rough-
ness lay on both the roller specimens and the counterface discs is
circumferential i.e. parallel to the rolling direction. Roughness of all
specimens was measured prior to each test to ensure consistency,
and a new set or counter-face discs was used in each test.

2.3. Test conditions

General test conditions are outlined it Table 2. All tests were run
at an entrainment speed [(Udisc + Uroller)/2] of 3.8 m/s and with a
slide-roll ratio of 0.05 between the roller and disc surfaces in order
to simulate the low level of sliding occurring in rolling element
bearings. Here the slide-roll ratio is defined as [(Udisc – Uroller)/
Uentrainment]. In order to localize the damage on the roller specimen
the slide-roll ratio was set to be positive i.e. the roller surface
velocity was lower than that of the disc i.e. the roller was the ‘fol-
lower’. The specimens were lubricated with a model oil made up of
polyalphaolefin (PAO) base stock with only zincdialkyl-
dithiophosphate (ZDDP) anti-wear additive added at a concentra-
tion of 0.1% wt phosphorus. The use of a simple model lubricant
with known properties, rather than a commercial oil, ensures that
any influences of a complex, and usually unknown, commercial
lubricant formulation are excluded. The ZDDP was added in order
to ensure that no appreciable wear occurred during testing. This
ensured that competition between surface wear and crack initia-
tion/propagation did not affect crack measurements, as well as
preserving the geometry of the specimens so that the contact pres-
sure remained constant throughout the tests. The lubricant had a
measured viscosity of 25 cSt at 40 �C and 5 cSt at 100 �C. The base
stock of this particular low viscosity was selected in order to
ensure that the contact operated in mixed lubrication conditions,
which helps promote surface crack initiation as necessary for this
study. The lubricant sump was kept at a constant temperature of
65 ± 2 �C. The elastohydrodynamic lubricant film thickness, esti-
mated using the Hamrock-Dowson equation, was 60 nm. There-
fore, the initial K ratio, defined as the minimum film thickness
divided by compound specimen Ra roughness, was about 0.26.
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2.4. Test procedure

The test procedure was designed to generate surface initiated
RCF cracks, detect them in early stages of life and measure their
growth rates across the surface. Measuring RCF crack propagation
rates requires a method to detect early surface cracks in situ during
a test. In order to achieve that, a crack sensor based on the princi-
ple of magnetic flux leakage [32] was developed and installed on
the test rig. The sensor continuously scans the roller specimen sur-
face and automatically halts the machine when a crack is found.
The present setup enables crack detection in specimens without
any pre-installed defects, i.e. without knowing the location of the
initiation site a priori.

The aim of this study was to track surface crack growth over a
number of contact cycles for a given surface initiated rolling con-
tact fatigue crack. To achieve this a non-destructive procedure
had to be adopted. To start with, pitting tests were run until cracks
initiated in the roller specimens. In order to accelerate crack initi-
ation, this phase was run at a relatively high maximum Hertzian
contact pressure of 4.76 GPa using counter-face disc A (test condi-
tion 1). Upon crack detection, tests were interrupted and roller
specimens taken out for inspection. Photographs of cracks were
taken using an optical microscope. Specimens were then returned
to the test rig for the next part of the test during which cracks were
grown in a controlled manner. Tests were restarted for a predeter-
mined number of cycles, after which specimens were inspected
again and new photographs of the followed surface cracks taken.
This procedure was repeated until pitting occurred or until a crack
of a desired length was produced.

Type A crowned discs were used to obtain relatively high
contact pressures of 3.63 GPa and 4.76 GPa. In order to be able to
study the behaviour of relatively long cracks, with surface lengths
longer than the maximum transverse contact width achievable
with crowned discs, type B chamfered discs were employed to
increase the contact width and hence propagate the cracks further;
in this case the contact pressures were 2.15 and 1.73 GPa. All test
conditions used are summarised in Table 3 and the contact geome-
tries achieved with the two types of discs are shown in Fig. 3. For
high-pressure, elliptical cases more than 6 separate tests (different
set of specimens each time) were performed and in all cases mul-
tiple cracks were followed on any single roller specimen. In total
more than 20 cracks in this configuration were studied. For the
low-pressure, line contact cases, one set of tests was performed
at each of the two pressures with a single crack followed in each
test.

Data for crack growth across the surface was obtained from the
sequences of photomicrographs of surface cracks taken throughout
the test as explained above. Subsequent images of cracks were
overlaid, as shown in Fig. 4, and a line was fitted to the newly
grown portion of the crack. This line enabled the measurement
of the crack extension over the given number of cycles correspond-
ing to the two images. Where crack extension rate per contact
cycle, dc/dN, was needed, this was obtained by dividing the crack
extension result by the number of cycles in each step. It is impor-
tant to note that in all cases, the crack lengths quoted correspond
Table 3
Contact conditions.

Test
condition

Disc
type

Load (N) Maximum Hertz contact pressure,
p0 (GPa)

Co

1 A 2000 4.76 GPa
2 A 890 3.63 GPa
3 B 2000 2.15 GPa
4 B 1300 1.73 GPa
to the length of the crack on the surface only. It is not possible to
obtain measurements of subsurface crack growth progression for
a given crack in this type of rolling contact.

3. Results

3.1. Observed crack morphology

The micrographs in Fig. 5 show examples of typical early sur-
face initiated cracks found on the roller specimen. The smallest
measured crack had a surface length of�20 lm. Despite their short
length of below 50 lm, the early cracks already display a fully
developed, characteristic ‘fan’ shape, indicating that at this length
they have already undergone some amount of propagation, thus
suggesting that their size at initiation was much smaller. In terms
of initiation sites, most early cracks occurred in apparently defect-
free locations on the surface, with only some of them being visibly
associated with voids or micro-pits.

The test procedure employed in this study, described above,
enabled tracking of crack growth starting at a very early stage until
the formation of a spall; an example of this is shown in Fig. 6. Typ-
ical patterns of crack propagation across the surface that were
recorded are illustrated by the sequences of optical micrographs
in Figs. 7 and 8, which show crack propagation under elliptical
and line contact respectively. It was observed that cracks grew in
the direction of contact patch motion (i.e. against the rolling direc-
tion) and against the direction in which the friction force was act-
ing. Upon reaching a certain crack length, the process of pit
formation started with secondary cracks breaking the surface as
seen in the final images of Figs. 7 and 8. Typically, this occurred
when cracks extended enough to span the whole width of the run-
ning track (contact width in the transverse direction), at which
point cracks ceased to grow in the transverse direction as the con-
tact pressure drops to zero outside the running track, unless the
specimen configuration is changed as to increase the width of
the contact.

Metallographic sections were prepared in order to examine
sub-surface crack morphology. Fig. 9 shows an example section
of a large crack where the plane of the section is parallel to the roll-
ing direction and passes through the middle of the crack in trans-
verse direction. It can be seen that overall the crack propagated
into the material at an angle to the surface. However, the crack
path contains numerous points at which the direction of propaga-
tion changes locally. A higher magnification image of the same sec-
tion is shown in Fig. 10, which more clearly illustrates the
existence of kinks in the crack path and crack branching at these
kinks. In addition, it can be seen that a significant amount of loose
particles is present between the crack faces, probably indicative of
crack faces rubbing against each other during contact passage.

The eventual pitting failure was generally observed to be pre-
ceded by secondary cracks appearing at the surface. Fig. 11 shows
a transverse section of a crack illustrating this phenomenon: Sec-
ondary cracks are seen to branch off the main crack and grow
towards the surface, eventually liberating a fragment of the mate-
rial and starting pit formation.
ntact width in rolling
direction, b (lm)

Contact width transverse to
rolling, a (lm)

Measured friction
coefficient

351 571 0.061
268 436 0.058
185 1600 0.067
149 1600 0.065



Fig. 3. Contact geometry with counter-face discs A and B. Rolling direction top to bottom.

Fig. 4. Measurement of crack extension from optical micrographs.

Fig. 5. SEM images of typical early surface cracks observed in this study.

Fig. 6. An example of surface crack growth leading to pitting under test condition 1.
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3.2. Crack growth rates

Fig. 12 shows a plot of surface crack growth rates as a function
of crack length measured at various contact pressures, under ellip-
tical and line contact geometries, type A and type B discs respec-
tively. In case of elliptical contacts, this figure shows results from
multiple different tests and more than 20 different cracks. The fact
that they all follow the same general trend illustrates that the
observed crack behaviour is consistent between different tests
and cracks. It is apparent that, other than for very short cracks
(p0 = 4.76 GPa data), crack growth rate generally increases with
crack length, with the rate of increase higher under elliptical con-
tact. It is also evident that the effect of contact pressure was to
increase the propagation rate regardless of contact geometry.



Fig. 7. Example of surface crack propagation under test condition 1.

Fig. 8. Example of surface crack propagation under test condition 4.
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3.3. Observed stages of crack growth

Fig. 13 shows the relationship between crack length and life to
pitting from a series of experiments. In order to generalize and
compare the results between the different tests, life is normalised
by the total number of cycles at which pitting occurred in each test.
The measurements were performed for 12 individual cracks, on
four different roller specimens, propagated at the same maximum
contact pressure of 4.76 GPa. Each of the curves in the graph repre-
sents an individual crack. It should be noted that some cracks may
be from the same specimen e.g. the most left points on the graph,
hence the same first normalised life values at this point.

It is apparent that for all cracks that were detected very early in
their life, the life to first crack detection, by which time the cracks



Fig. 9. A section parallel to rolling direction through the centre of a typical relatively long crack.

Fig. 10. Scanning electron microscope image showing detail of the sub-surface propagation trajectory of the crack in Fig. 9. Regular steps can be seen with secondary cracks at
the corners. Apparent debris is also seen inside the crack.

Fig. 11. Scanning electron microscope image showing detail of the mouth area of
the crack in Fig. 9. Secondary cracks can be seen to branch off the main crack.
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were already 20–60 lm in length, constituted only about 15% of
the total life to pitting and that most of the life was consumed
by the subsequent propagation phase. The precise length of time
to the actual crack initiation itself is unknown. In fact, even if
cracks could be detected at an earlier stage, defining initiation life
exactly would be difficult since one would need to define some
crack length to correspond to initiation. However, based on their
already well-developed characteristic V-shape, it is reasonable to
assume that the earliest cracks observed here had already under-
gone some propagation before they were detected. This means that
the life to crack initiation is likely significantly shorter than the life
to first detection quoted here, i.e. crack initiation might have
occurred in the very early stages of the total life shown. It should
be noted that the relative life proportion consumed by initiation
and propagation in the current experiments is influenced by the
imposed test conditions of very low specific film thickness, which
favours early crack initiation; under better lubrication conditions
the relative duration of initiation and propagation phases may be
different.

Fig. 14 plots the crack propagation rates (dc/dN) against the
instantaneous crack length, c, for the same individual cracks.

The results depicted in Figs. 13 and 14 show that following the
first detection, the observed crack propagation phase can be split
into two distinct stages:
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I. Stage 1 propagation: Within this stage, applicable to small
cracks, from about 20 to 100 lm in length, the propagation
rates were relatively slow at �0–10 lm per million contact
cycles, and frequent periods of crack arrest (zero rate of
propagation) occurred, as apparent in Fig. 14. Potential rea-
sons for crack arrest are discussed later in the paper. The
averaged propagation rates appeared to show a slight
decrease as crack length increased within this region. In
terms of fraction of the total life to pitting, this stage of crack
growth was the most dominant, consuming about 70% of the
total pitting life.

II. Stage 2 propagation: This stage, which covers cracks from
about 100 lm onwards in length, is characterised by a
marked increase in the speed of crack growth. In sharp con-
trast with stage I propagation, stage II growth rate increased
rapidly with increasing crack size. This phase consumed the
remaining �15% of total life to pitting. In the final stages just
prior to the formation of a pit very large growth rates of
approximately 50,000 lm per million cycles were recorded.

4. Discussion

4.1. Observed crack morphology

Qualitative characterisation of crack behaviour observed in the
present work reveals the following similarities with behaviour of
rolling contact fatigue cracks observed in practical applications:

� Cracks display a v-shaped propagation pattern when viewed at
the surface.
� Crack growth occurs in the direction opposite to the direction of
the applied friction force i.e. against the rolling direction in the
current set-up where the roller is slower than counterface.

� In parallel section view cracks have an initial angle of inclina-
tion to the surface of 20–30�.

� Secondary cracks form and grow to break the surface, eventu-
ally causing a pit to form.

In view of these observations, it can be concluded that the fail-
ure mode observed in the present study is representative of the
generally accepted mechanisms of surface initiated rolling contact
fatigue.

Further significant features of crack behaviour are evident in
photographs of the sectioned cracked specimens shown in Figs. 9–
11.

First of these is the evidence of crack branching, most apparent
in Figs. 10 and 11. Crack branching has been associated with rolling
contact fatigue cracks, not only in rolling bearings but also in rails
[33], and it has been previously attributed to the mixed-mode
loading conditions prevalent under rolling contact [27,32]. The
existence of branching cracks in the present experiments might
suggest that propagation indeed proceeded in mixed-mode with
large mode II displacement. Bower [28] attaches particular impor-
tance to the propagation of branching cracks since they can start
the process of pitting by reaching the surface. Such occurrence
and growth of secondary branching cracks as a potential mecha-
nism of pitting is supported by the present study, where secondary
cracks have been observed to propagate to the surface, liberating a
fragment of the material, as clearly evident in Fig. 11.

Second significant feature of cracks observed in this study is the
existence of regular steps in the crack path, most evident in the
close up of Fig. 10. This is a feature often associated with crack
advance in mixed-mode [34] and it has been suggested that this
type of morphology can significantly lower the stress intensity fac-
tors at the crack tip, due to inter-locking and rubbing between the
fracture surfaces, especially when significant mode II displace-
ments are present [34]. Potential for occurrence of crack rubbing
under rolling contact conditions is seemingly supported in the pre-
sent experiments by the presence of debris particles within the
crack, which can be formed if locked crack faces undergo signifi-
cant relative displacement during the passage of contact load.
However, before concrete conclusions can be drawn in this respect,
the possibility that the observed crack debris is simply an artefact
of the sample preparation procedure must first be excluded. In
addition to the apparent kinks in the crack path direction, the
results presented here also show periods of crack arrest during
the stage 1 propagation phase identified above. Perhaps the most
obvious potential reason for this behaviour is the possible influ-
ence of microstructure, where individual grains present in the
complex polycrystalline steel microstructure affect the crack
growth rates and direction. Suresh et al. [35], amongst others, links
the frequent deceleration and periods without propagation, as
observed here (Fig. 14), to the sensitivity of crack growth rate to
the crystallographic texture of the material and crack arrest at
grain boundaries. The existence of prior austenite grain boundaries
has been suggested to be particularly significant in this respect.
Lankford [36] studied the growth of short cracks in a martensitic
high strength steel and proposed that crack arrest occurred at
prior-austenite grains. The AISI 52100 steel used in the present
study has a comparable microstructure, therefore it is feasible that
a similar mechanism was operative in present experiments. How-
ever, direct evidence of crack arrest at grain boundaries is very dif-
ficult to obtain in martensitic steels due to their very fine and
complex microstructures. Indeed, Lankford did not observe inter-
actions of the crack with grain boundaries directly but arrived at
his conclusion by relating the length of propagation between
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periods of stoppage to the average size of prior- austenite grains. In
AISI 52100, the prior austenite-grain size depends on the heat
treatment; in the steel used in the present study it is about
20–30 lm. Given the appearance of crack sections and measured
propagation rates, it is possible that the presently observed crack
arrests and deflections are indeed related to the microstructure
but this should ideally be confirmed by direct observation.

As evident in Fig. 13, crack propagation phase consumes major-
ity of the overall life under the conditions employed here, while
crack initiation occurs relatively quickly. It is not possible to quan-
tify the exact time to first initiation since surface cracks can only be
detected once they are already a few tens of microns long, but
based on the observations presented here, it can be said that crack
initiation consumes less than 15% of the overall life. Here, it is per-
haps worth considering previously published work on this subject,
which at first sight may appear to contradict this observation. For
example, Yoshioka and co-workers [37–39] use acoustic emission
signals to monitor surface damage propagation under rolling con-
tact fatigue and suggest that the crack initiation phase dominates
life while propagation phase is very short. Although the possibility
that the reported differences are due to different contact condi-
tions employed cannot be ruled out, perhaps a more plausible
explanation may lie in the fact that, relative to the present work,
Yoshioka and co-workers only identified surface cracks at a very
advanced stage of propagation, with the shortest reported cracks
being in the range of 1 mm. This is much longer than the shortest
observed cracks in the present work, which are of the order of tens
of microns. At 1 mm in length, the cracks are already at an
advanced stage of propagation, so that effectively most of the slow
propagation phase, whose existence is identified in the present
work, has already been consumed but missed by the detection
technique they employ. Indeed, in the present experiments the
propagation life from a crack length of 1 mm to eventual pitting
also consumes a relatively small proportion of life. Therefore,
although on first sight the two sets of results may appear contra-
dictory, it is likely that they are in agreement and that the apparent
differences arise from the different stages at which the cracks were
first observed.
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Fig. 15. Surface crack propagation rate as a function of parameter (p0c0.5). Different
markers represent individual cracks. Dotted trend line fitted to growth data of
cracks longer than �100 lm (i.e. cracks in stage 2 propagation identified earlier).
Solid trend lines fitted to individual cracks shorter than�100 lm (i.e. within stage 1
propagation). In total data for 22 cracks are shown.
4.2. Observed crack behaviour in relation to classical fatigue

In classical tensile fatigue of high-strength steels, the propaga-
tion of stage 2 cracks generally follows the Paris law [Paris/Coffin/
Manson]:

d c
d N

¼ CDKm
I

where DK I is the range of stress intensity factor, c is the crack
length, N is the number of cycles and C andm are constants. In seek-
ing a similar correlation for rolling fatigue, we may reflect that:

(a) Owing to the complexity of the applied stress field, the
effects of crack closure, lubrication and friction, there is no
simple or unequivocal way to calculate KI. Further difficul-
ties arise where there is evidence (as here) of changes in
the shape of the crack as it grows and of multiple and
branched cracking.

(b) However, we might expect all the relevant stresses to scale
to the maximum Hertz pressure p0. If, in addition, the crack
is small, compared to the dimensions of the volume affected
by contact stresses, close to the area of contact, the range of
stresses near the tip of the crack during over-rolling may be
proportional to the parameter p0 c1/2.

(c) If the crack grows to be significantly larger than the area of
contact (c > a, b) or if its shape changes, we might expect this
proportionality to become invalid.
In Fig. 15, crack growth rate is plotted against p0 c1/2 for 22
cracks of lengths between �20 and 2860 lm at various levels of
contact pressure. The solid trend lines are fitted to individual crack
data in the stage 1 propagation phase identified earlier and the sin-
gle dashed trend line is fitted to all data in the stage 2 regime.

Plotted using logarithmic scales, the data in stage 2 crack
growth regime falls on a straight line. This suggests that the crack
growth response to the applied stress intensity in stage 2 can be
described by a Paris-type power law. There does not seem to be
any evidence of a reduction in crack growth rate below the trend
for the larger cracks, so assumption (b) seems to be correct. The
trend also suggests that the effective shape of the crack (only evi-
dent on the surface as a shallow ‘‘V”) does not change significantly
during stage 2 growth. The equation of the trend line fitted to the
stage 2 crack growth data is:
d c
d N

¼ 5� 10�12 m
p0c

1=2

MPa m1=2

� �7:5

The constants C and m seem large compared to Paris law con-
stants in classical fatigue but this is to be expected since, here,
the majority of the stresses are compressive so that DKI is perhaps
a small, albeit roughly constant, proportion of p0 c1/2.

In contrast, for stage 1, the rate of propagation declines with
increasing stress intensity. Again this is strongly reminiscent of
small crack behaviour in classical fatigue [40]. In addition, within
this regime of relatively short surface cracks, micro-stress fields
associated with surface roughness asperities are likely to have a
significant influence on crack behaviour. As cracks extend deeper
into material, the effect of asperity stresses diminishes but bulk
Hertzian stresses become more important, which may potentially
lead to a transition in crack behaviour and associated growth rates.
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5. Conclusions

Propagation of surface initiated cracks under rolling contact
fatigue conditions was studied. Rolling contact fatigue tests were
conducted on AISI 52100 bearing steel cylindrical roller specimens
using a triple-contact test rig under mixed lubrication conditions.
Surface cracks were detected early in life and their propagation
across the surface monitored using a newly developed methodol-
ogy. The main observations are:

� The observed crack morphology exhibited all the characteristics
of typical RCF cracks found in engineering components and
reported in literature, including v-shaped appearance at the
surface, angle of inclination of 20–30� to the surface and prop-
agation against the direction of friction force. In addition, crack
branching, deflection, frequent crack arrests and secondary
cracks reaching the surface were also observed.

� Crack growth from first detection to pitting was monitored and
quantified under a range of contact pressures. Results show that
the total life to pitting consists of crack initiation and propaga-
tion phases. Furthermore, crack growth measurements in ellip-
tical contact tests under maximum Hertz pressure of 4.76 GPa
show that most of the life, >80%, ⁄⁄⁄is consumed by the propa-
gation phase under the contact conditions of mixed lubrication
employed here.

� Direct evidence is provided of two distinct stages of crack prop-
agation under rolling contact fatigue conditions: In stage 1,
which, under conditions employed here, was associated with
cracks up to about 100 lm in length, cracks show discontinuous
growth with long periods of crack arrest. The average rate of
crack growth was relatively low (�5–10 lm/million cycles)
and decreased slightly with increasing crack length. This stage
consumed most of the total life to pitting. In stage 2 propaga-
tion, reached once cracks exceeded the length of about
100 lm, propagation rate increases exponentially with crack
length so that cracks extend much faster and eventually lead
to pitting.

� A log-log plot of crack propagation rates against a product of the
maximum contact pressure and square root crack length
(p0c0.5), describing the applied stress intensity, produces a
straight line for stage 2 cracks. Thus, the results provide first
evidence that in the hereby-identified stage 2 propagation,
growth of rolling contact fatigue cracks can be described by a
Paris type propagation law, as commonly used in structural
fatigue.
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